Last year’s breakout hit returns for another season of heartfelt drama, unforgettable characters and incredible musical moments. Zoey Clarke continues to adapt to her wonderful, unpredictable gift of perceiving everyone’s innermost feelings and desires through “heart songs” that only she can hear. But having a special power doesn’t mean her life is any less complicated. Season one saw Zoey take on a new position of authority at work, sparking tensions between her and the other coders, particularly her best friend, Max, who also happened to be in love with her. Add to that her burgeoning friendship with her boss, Joan, and her deep feelings for her coworker, Simon, Zoey had all the office drama she could handle. At home, Zoey was faced with her biggest challenge – the loss of her father, Mitch, whose death will continue to impact the whole family. Mitch may be gone, but he will always be a part of their lives. With the help of those closest to her, like her neighbor/friend/musical mentor Mo, Zoey will continue to understand her gift and how she can use it to help others find what their hearts really want… if only she could figure that out for herself!

One-hour drama series

Consumed across all platforms and devices, NBC delivers award-winning, premium content. Through our digital distribution and partnerships, NBC drives deeper engagement and broader reach, extending this show’s audience.
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